
Canadian BaCon Campfire Cup 
Is that a tiny campfire in a cup?! It is indeed, and it practically crackles with 

smoky bacon logs, toasty sweet potato and carrot flames, and crunchy 
kibble embers. Serve this one under the stars. (Or in the living room at 

lunch, dogs will still be stoked.) 

ingredients & materials
• 2-5 pieces of Crumps Natural Sweet 

Potato Chews (these are sliced, 
dehydrated pieces of sweet potato 
with a leathery texture for chewing)

• 2-3 slices of Carrot 
• 1 Canadian Bacon Treats from  

Farm Fresh Pet Foods 
• 1 Small cookie treat
• 1/2 C Kibble 
• 1 tsp Peanut Butter and Banana 

Creamy Treat from West Paw*
• 1/4 C Grass-Fed Beef Gently  

Cooked Recipe from Open Farm
• Large or small Toppl® 

    *Look for natural brands without xylitol,  
    which is toxic to dogs.

direCtions
1. First, fill the side hole in the Toppl® with peanut butter and your 

choice of small cookie treat. Freeze to seal.
2. Remove Toppl from the freezer and fill halfway with kibble. (If you 

feed raw, swap in dehydrated treats instead.)
3. Fill up the rest of the Toppl to the rim with wet or raw food.
4. Let’s get this fire started! Arrange the sweet potato chews on top 

to look like flames, pushing them into the wet food for stability.
5. Cut the carrots into small triangles. Arrange them in front of each 

piece of sweet potato. 
6. Place kibble around the edge of the Toppl to mimic embers.
7. Cut the smoky bacon stick treats into 4 pieces, popping them in 

to look like logs poking up out of the flames.
8. Feed fresh or frozen, with s’mores for the chef. 
 

Toppl’s our top pick for newbie puzzlers—and chefs! The wide-open end makes it 
easy for chefs to put food in AND for dogs to get it out, but it still slows taste-testers 
down just enough for a fun challenge.  

Wellness Woof!

Tag us @WestPawUS.

A few intrepid canine 
culinary explorers posted on 
Instagram, just for fun—and 
when we stumbled onto their 
accounts, this cookbook was 
born. Now, dogs are hungry 
for more. Post your creation 
and tag @WestPawUS.
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